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The field of machine learning (ML) has experienced a period of renais-
sance since the 2000s. First, exponential increase in computational power and
improvements in hardware has finally allowed machine learning algorithms to
process the same amount of data in minutes and hours rather than hundreds
of years. Second, the model of cloud computing made large scale clusters
inexpensive and available to anyone at the click of a button, allowing them
to scale their algorithms without having to personally maintain hundreds or
even thousands of machines. However, despite the huge rise in popularity of
machine learning in both research and industry, the ML community is facing
a crisis of being able to reproduce results. Although the existing machine
learning frameworks all have the ability to re-execute the same piece of code
saved by a researcher, the typical workflow could involve different frameworks
and accesses to data on remote machines. These cross-framework workflows
can not be replicated by a single frameworks provenance system, and often
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contain customized scripts and processes that can further obscure the ability
for future replication and repeatability.
I make the argument in this thesis that because of machine learning’s
need for scale and frequent training on large clusters, Kubernetes serves as a
good common layer for the systems community to interpose a layer of prove-
nance collection to aid the ML community in reproducing results that make
use of multiple machines, frameworks, and hardware platforms. In addition, I
also propose two new mechanisms for collecting fine-grained provenance infor-
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The computing industry has slowly transitioned its focus in the last 15
years from on-premise server clusters to large scale data centers. In order to
efficiently manage the machines exposed by cloud providers, developers have
turned to orchestration systems such as Kubernetes (K8s) [14]. Orchestration
systems provide necessary features for large scale cluster management such
as auto-scaling, recovery and tolerance from failures, and ease of deployment.
Benefitting from the large scale provided cheaply by the cloud providers, ma-
chine learning methods have experienced a renaissance period and become
almost synonymous with data analytics. However, despite its popularity and
widespread adoption, machine learning processes are plagued with the issue
of reproducibility [40]. Failure to replicate existing research’s results hampers
new research at best. At worst, it could lead researchers to the wrong conclu-
sions [20]. It is both in the interest of the machine learning community and the
users of the machine learning models to have reproducible models, processes,
and training workflows.
I believe the reproducibility problem outlined cannot be solved without
the systems community examining the orchestration platforms on which these
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machine learning models are so often trained on. While existing literature on
provenance [47, 48, 51] has found interprocess communication difficult to cap-
ture on application level provenance systems, the same has also been true for
cluster scale, distributed applications, such as machine learning frameworks.
Although existing frameworks collect their own provenance data in addition
to the algorithm source code, they still are unable to reproduce workflows and
models that span across different machines, frameworks, or storage mediums
[40]. To support provenance features that span across these boundaries nor-
mally isolated by the operating system, we need to leverage the information
made available by the underlying orchestration systems running these frame-
works.
1.1 Goals
The goals of this thesis are as follows:
1. Provide an overview of provenance literature, especially in the context
of collecting provenance at the operating system level.
2. Provide an overview of the architecture and features of Kubernetes (K8s),
the most popular orchestration system, and compare it to commodity
operating systems.
3. Explore how existing machine learning frameworks support reproducibil-
ity.
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4. Detail the challenges of providing provenance features for machine learn-
ing workloads in Kubernetes, incorporating insights from 1, 2, and 3.
5. Explore ideas and proposals for how orchestration systems and cloud






Provenance, within computer science, means the lineage of data, and
how processes and actors act on data. There exists a long line of research
that explores both the application and the collection of provenance data in
contexts ranging from databases to operating systems. Provenance data is
immensely useful in answering questions related to “what happened?” in a
system. For example, if a researcher is interested in reproducing a result
stored in a particular file, they need know which process or binary created the
file, if the file was ever written to after its creation and by whom, and for each
of the processes that modified the file, what were the commands and inputs
that created those processes. A provenance system designed with the ability
to reproduce a file would not only need to efficiently collect and store data
that can answer the questions listed, but also be able to quickly trigger the
necessary actions and events in the system to automatically recreate the file.
The key challenges when designing provenance systems are how to collect the
minimum amount of data required and how to collect that information with
minimal overhead. One can imagine an operating system that saves every
single action performed on and by a process. It would be able to handle any
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question thrown at it, but would take an impractical amount of storage and
introduce crippling overhead.
The example above used provenance for reproducibility, but there are
many other valuable usages for provenance:
1. Retroactive security is the detection of security and policy violations
after execution by examining provenance data. It is often used to verify
compliance with contractual or legal regulations, such as GDPR [10].
2. Fault injection is a technique where errors are intentionally introduced to
test applications’ resistance to failure. Provenance data and graphs can
help identify key failure points in an application where injecting faults
can have the greatest impact.
3. Deletion and policy modification: When handling sensitive data, it is im-
portant to know exactly where certain information is located, including
within any derived files. During deletion or modification to access poli-
cies, it is important that every file containing the information is deleted
or updated. A provenance system can achieve this by recording the re-
lationship between objects and propagating operations to other objects
derived from the original source.
4. Anomaly detection: For any environments where multiple executions or
instances of an application are available, provenance systems can be used
to record the normal behaviors of the application. Then, by creating a
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model of normal behaviors, the executing task can be compared to detect
abnormal behavior, signaling a fault or a security compromise.
Although in this thesis I specifically examine the application of prove-
nance data for reproducibility of machine learning workflows, a provenance
system for Kubenetes can be extended for other practical use cases.
2.2 Operating System Provenance
I focus on provenance systems at the operating systems level in particu-
lar, because orchestration systems are a form of distributed operating systems.
There are distinct parallels between the design of commodity monolithic ker-
nels and Kubernetes that allow us to apply the lessons and designs learned
in existing works to Kubernetes. CamFlow[51] is a Linux Security Module
(LSM) designed to capture data provenance for the purpose of system audit.
CamFlow, as a LSM, utilizes the security hook system to cleanly integrate
with Linux. LSM inserts two types of hooks or upcalls into the kernel. 1)
When a kernel object (sockets, inode, files, etc.) is allocated and 2) when a
kernel object is accessed. The two upcalls are used to create and maintain the
necessary kernel data structures that store provenance data.
Some key challenges tackled by existing operating system level prove-
nance systems include handling accesses to shared memory [48], interprocess
communication [51, 52], and handling application level semantics [47]. Con-
tinuing the example from earlier, in order to reproduce a file, CamFlow would
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need to keep track of accesses to every file in the system. This can quickly
explode the amount of data we have to keep track of. CamFlow solves this by
introducing two different modes of configuration: 1) whole provenance mode
where all objects are captured and 2) selective mode that allows users to tailor
the capture system to targets of interest. In selective mode, CamFlow allows a
few different criterias by which users can select the capture target: pathname,
network address, LSM security context, control group, and user and group ID.
2.2.1 Application-level Provenance
Muniswamy-Reddy et al.[47] showed that the application semantics
need to be associated with provenance information from other layers of the
system in order to effectively support provenance features. For example, if we
want to keep track of files downloaded from the Web, simply recording the fact
that the file was downloaded by the browser is not enough. Although most
browsers can record the URL and the name of a downloaded file, if the file
is moved or renamed, the link between the file and browser history is broken.
Any attempts to associate the file back to the originate URL is impossible
unless the provenance collection system also recorded information relevant to
the specific application, which in this case is the browsers download history.
The need for application aware provenance is particularly applicable in our
case of exploring reproducibility for machine learning.
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2.3 Data Centers
Instead of managing their own set of servers and hardware components
on-premise, most companies have migrated their structure and applications to
a cloud provider such as Amazon’s AWS [1], Microsoft’s Azure [15], or Google’s
GCP [9]. The reason behind their explosive popularity is simple: economies of
scale allow these cloud platforms to provide machines to users on demand at
drastically lower costs than each individual user purchasing and maintaining
their own cluster of physical servers [36]. The large number of physical ma-
chines in each data center, on the orders of tens of thousands, allow providers
to drastically lower the cost of maintaining each unit of server. By being able
to pick a suitable location for temperature, data centers can optimize for the
outside temperature and the centralized cooling methods employed. By being
able to negotiate a contract with local governments and utility companies, they
can obtain electricity at lower wholesale prices. By ordering large amounts of
servers and spare parts for replacement, they are able to obtain a lower price
directly from the manufactures than smaller companies or users can obtain
at retail prices. Additionally, by renting machines from a cloud provider, the
client never has to worry about the logistics of replacing parts, and upgrading
servers. All of these reasons and many more lead to the effect that as a whole,
cloud providers can supply bare-metal machines, virtual machines, and even




In the traditional model of a computer, the operating system manages
and facilitates the interfacing of user software with the underlying physical
resources of a machine, such as RAM, storage, CPU, and the network. Vir-
tual machines [59, 64] are an emulation of the same set of physical hardware,
often with the aid of specialized hardware. Virtual machines allow for a phys-
ical machine to be used to run multiple independent operating systems, each
executing on its own set of emulated hardware all running on the same phys-
ical machine. While this emulation layer introduces overheads, it allows for
different users of the virtual machines to run their workloads simultaneously
on a single physical server. This results in an increased utilization of the un-
derlying hardware compared to the application and its host operating system
occupying the entire machine in the traditional model, yet not utilizing all of
its resources.
2.5 Containers
At a high level, containers [45] are simply another way to package pro-
grams, similar to the ELF binary format for Linux. In addition to the binary,
containers also include dependencies needed to execute the program contained.
When executing a container, stricter restrictions [41] such as CPU utilization,
memory usage, and network usage can be applied to the processes within the
container. As a whole, containers allow the operating system to both ensure
stronger isolation than processes, and also eliminate the need to maintain and
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install dependencies and libraries.
An application’s dependencies and environment are all packaged into
the container image along with the process binary. As long as a container
runtime exists on the machine, the application within the container can execute
in an identical environment. Being able to maintain the same environment
across different machines is a very powerful property; it allows developers to
develop, test, and debug applications in the same runtime environment as the
production machine.
Containers combined with virtual machines form a powerful tool that
allows developers to quickly provision nodes and deploy their applications in
a scalable manner without changing the runtime environment.
2.5.1 Application Storage in Containers
Container images are stored in a copy-on-write file format for disk im-
ages that is organized into multiple layers. When creating a new image, a
developer can choose a base image, such as a bare Linux image, upon which to
build the rest of the image. Then, more application specific libraries and bi-
naries can be added on top as newer layers. These layers all become read-only
during the execution of the container and thus is what allows the container
image to act as the immutable source just as the ELF binary does for conven-
tional Linux processes.
By default all files created and modified inside a container are stored on
a writable layer. Unless part of the host file system is mounted into the con-
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tainer at startup time, data will not persist when that container no longer ex-
ists. Thus, workloads that require writing to persistent storage need more co-
ordination and management than simply moving the container image around,
as the data stored on the host file system will remain on the same node. As we
will discuss in the provenance chapter, this becomes particularly tricky when




3.1 Cloud Computing Model
Data centers, virtual machines, and containers all form the basis from
which the cloud computing model has exploded in the industry. In order to
obtain the maximum value from their physical machines, cloud providers offer
most of their services through the form of virtual machines. Cloud providers
supply virtual machine instances running on data center clusters to users who
most commonly use containers to deploy and scale their applications on the
cluster. This model also requires that the application be structured differently
than the large monolithic application architecture.
3.2 Microservice Architecture and Kubernetes
Microservice is a pattern of organizing applications as loosely coupled
units. This is in contrast to the traditional monolithic application with a single
binary performing the functionality of the entire application. In a microservice
architecture, each unit, known as a service, is designed to be highly special-
ized and communicate with other services using a well defined protocol. The
protocol often takes the form of REST API or RPC, and has the benefit of
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separating the interface from the underlying implementation. With the rise
of cloud computing, applications that need to scale are required to replicate
across different machines, and handling failures and recovering from them has
become essential in maintaining high availability for the application.
Done correctly, applications built using the microservice architecture
have the key advantages of being highly modular and scalable. Modular in the
sense that other than the shared interface, the team responsible for a particular
service does not need to know or care about the implementation details of any
other services. This makes the development cycle of the service much shorter
and easier than a huge, complex monolithic design.
The microservice architecture also boasts the benefit of better scalabil-
ity. This is due to the fact that each service is implemented and deployed inde-
pendently, allowing administrators to scale the number of replicas for services
depending on how much load is put on a particular service in the application.
On the other hand, a monolithic application has to be scaled as a unit by
design, potentially wasting valuable compute, storage, and network resources
on a less popular sector of the application.
As a result of growing popularity of microservices, software ecosystems
have grown to support their management known as orchestration systems.
Some of the most well-known are Kubernetes, Docker Swarm [8], and Nomad
[18]. In this thesis we focus on the Kubernetes (K8s) framework which evolved
out of the Borg [63] project at Google and is now open source. We chose this
framework because of its popularity but the ideas and concepts we explore are
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applicable to any other orchestration system.
3.2.1 Integration with Kubernetes
Every major cloud provider already has integration with Kubernetes.
These integrations are only to the extent of deploying Kubernetes on a cluster.
Management and configuration are still up to the developer. When deploying
on a platform that does not have integration, such as a bare-metal cluster,
there exist tools such as Kubeadm and Kubespray which perform the role
of installing dependencies, setting up a default network configuration, and
starting up all the necessary system pods.
3.3 Kubernetes Design and Architecture
Kubernetes is a platform that facilitates the automation and configu-
ration of containerized workloads and services. In a production environment,
especially for microservice applications, a large number of running contain-
ers and their replicas need to be configured and monitored. Orchestration
platforms like Kubernetes provide a framework to efficiently run and monitor
these distributed applications reliably. More specifically, Kubernetes provides
the following functionalities:
• Service discovery and load balancing
• Storage orchestration
• Automated rollouts and rollbacks
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• Automatic bin packing
• Self-healing
• Secrete and configuration management
The features supported by Kubernetes all build upon some basic com-
ponents in the Kubernetes system and are managed by a control plane. In the
next few sections, we introduce and describe each of the core components and
discuss what information is required to efficiently provide provenance features
in Kubernetes.
3.3.1 Declarative Configuration
The core design philosophy behind Kubernetes’s control plane is that
there exists the desired state of the system, specified by some entity such
as an administrator and the current state of the system, supplied by each
component to the control plane. The control plane of Kubernetes actively
manages and configures each object so that their current state moves closer to
the desired state until the two match.
Every object in Kubernetes includes two fields representing the desired
and current state: 1) the object spec and 2) the object status, respectively.
The spec field is defined before the creation of the object and is used to provide
the initial description and configuration. The status field holds information
regarding the current state of the object and is consumed and supplied by
various systems of Kubernetes.
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When creating an object in Kubernetes, the object spec must be pro-
vided that describes its desired state. The object spec is given to the API
in JSON form, however it is usually specified by administrators in a YAML
file and converted by the kubectl, a command line tool. Figure 3.1 shows an
example of this YAML file for a Pod, which is described in the next section.
Figure 3.1: An example of a YAML file containing the spec for a Pod. No-
tably, the exact image used and command executed at container startup is
also detailed in the spec.
3.3.2 Processes and Pods
The basic unit of scheduling and task encapsulation in Kubernetes is
called a Pod. A Pod is analogous to a process in a commodity operating
system such as Linux. Each Pod consists of a set of containers grouped together
usually belonging to a single service of an application. Each replica of a Pod
is scheduled by K8s to a particular machine that meets the optional resource
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requirements specified by the Pods spec. Multiple Pods can be scheduled onto
the same node (VM or bare-metal) and are all monitored and configured by a
kubelet, a node agent daemon running on each node in the cluster.
The abstraction of Pods in Kubernetes replaced the more restrictive
concept of Jobs in the Borg system [63]. A Job, in the Borg system, only
encapsulates a single container running a set of identical programs and are
too restrictive as the only grouping mechanism present in Borg. The lack of
an abstraction for multi-job service as a single entity resulted in a disconnect
between the level of abstraction provided by Borg, and the level users desired.
We now introduce a hypothetical website appK8s to illustrate the pow-
erful abstraction provided by Pods. appK8s is broken down into two Pods A
and B. Pod A contains two containers making up the front end website: 1) a
container running Apache server serving web pages to the end user and 2) a
container running a SQL database accessed by the container 1 to serve user
data. Pod B on the other hand is responsible for managing user accounts and
consists of a container running a service to authenticate user accounts, and a
container for the database.
Because there are two different Pods, they can be scheduled and man-
aged with different criterias and requirements. Number of replicas, memory
requirement, memory limit, and cpu requirement can all be optionally spec-
ified in a Pods spec at creation time. Figure 3.2 shows an example of spec
containing resource limits. For our appK8s, Pod A and Pod B can each have
different amounts of replicas running if the demand for the services they pro-
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vide are different. For instance if the number of user accounts are not high,
but the website receives a huge amount of traffic.
Figure 3.2: An example of source limits specified in a Pod’s spec.
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3.3.3 Storage
Within Kubernetes, the PersistentVolume subsystem abstracts the de-
tails of how storage is provided from how it is consumed. Kubernetes splits
the management of storage into two API resources: PersistentVolume and
PersistentVolumeClaim.
A PersistentVolume (PV) is a piece of storage that has been provi-
sioned and made available in the cluster. A PVC can be either manually cre-
ated by an administrator or automatically provisioned from a storage medium
by Kubernetes. In either case, once created, a PVC becomes a resource in
the cluster and can be used by a Pod for storage. The backing storage of the
PVC is captured by the object spec and can be from NFS, iSCSI, or a cloud
provider specific storage system, such as AWS’s S3.
A PersistentVolumeClaim (PVC) is a request for storage by a user,
and can specify resource limits and requirements similar to a Pod. Once
created, a PVC can then be referenced by a Pod’s spec for consumption in the
containers within the pod.
Upon their creation Kubernetes will attempt to match the PVC to an
available PV that meets the storage requirements defined in the PVC’s spec.
The creation of the Pod will also be blocked until all the PVCs referenced in the
Pod’s spec can be satisfied. Going back to our appK8s website, Pod A would
require some backing storage for the SQL database running in the container.
A PersistentVolume would first have to be created, then a PVC, then finally,
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Pod A’s spec would have to reference the PVC to signal to kubernetes that
it requires some amount of storage to execute correctly. Figure 3.3 shows an
example of a Pods spec referencing a PVC.
Figure 3.3: An example of a PersistentVolumeClaim being reference from a
Pod’s spec.
3.3.4 Networking and Services
In this section we give an overview of Kubernetes’s network model and
how users and administrators can manage and configure networks within the
cluster. Networks within Kubernetes can be split into 4 distinct categories:
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1. Container to container communications occur only within a single Pod.
This is solved by simply using localhost communications within the Pod.
2. Pod to Pod communications are configured by Kubernetes. Every Pod
is assigned an IP address automatically and is treated as a first-class
citizen in the network model. Meaning that Pods can be viewed as a
VM or physical host when considering tasks such as port allocation,
load balancing, service discovery, configuration, and naming.
3. Pod to Service to External: A Service resource in Kubernetes is the ab-
straction around how an application running on a set of Pods is exposed
to the external world as a network service.
3.3.4.1 Cluster Networking
Kubernetes employs what is known as the “IP-per-pod” model. Each
IP address exists at the Pod scope and is shared by all the containers within
one Pod. This means that only containers within the same Pod must coor-
dinate port number usage. This model was chosen in part due to the lessons
learned from the Borg system. Although Borg also isolated machine resources
using containers, one IP address was assigned to every container running on
a machine, causing difficulties with port isolation between Jobs on the same
machine. The “IP-per-pod” also has the benefit of enabling low-effort port-
ing of virtual machine applications to containers. Applications running on a
virtual machine all share the same IP address and thus share the same port
allocation and communication properties as a Kubernetes Pod.
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Every Kubernetes cluster uses either proprietary or open source software-
defined networks to establish the Pod to Pod network. A list of popular im-
plementations of the Kubernetes networking model can be found in the K8s
documentation [14]. Kubernetes only impose the following requirements on
any networking implementation:
• Pods on a node can communicate with all Pods on all nodes without
network address translation (NAT).
• Agents on a node (e.g. system daemons, kubelet) can communicate with
all Pods on that node.
3.3.4.2 Services
Although the Pod’s spec details the desired state of the object, at-
tributes assigned to a pod at creation such as IP address, names, etc, are not
guaranteed to be reused if the Pod dies. This leads to a problem of service
discovery. For example, Pod B in appk8s provides the management of user ac-
counts to the rest of the website; how can Pod A find and keep track of which
IP addresses Pod B is assigned to. Or if some instances of Pod B crashes,
what is the IP address Kubernetes assigned to the replacement Pods?
In Kubernetes, the Service resource provides the abstraction for a
set of Pods exposing a service. A service can select a set of Pods based on
labels and ports which allows for the underlying set of Pods to change without
affecting the availability of the service.
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Chapter 4
Machine Learning and Kubernetes
In this chapter we first provide an overview of the sources of non-
determinism in machine learning, the root cause of the reproducibility crisis.
Then, to demonstrate why the current provenance mechanism in existing ma-
chine learning frameworks are inadequate, we introduce three storage access
patterns of Kubernetes machine learning frameworks and each pattern’s im-
pact on complete provenance collection.
4.1 Machine Learning and Reproducibility
There exist many types of machine learning methods each with their
own strengths and weaknesses. Deep learning, or neural networks, in particular
has become widely popular due to its ability to model and reproduce non-linear
processes with high accuracy. Although techniques such as backpropagation
used in neural networks has been known since the 1980s [56], it was not until
the 2010 to 2012 when the exponential increasing in GPU computational power
and new techniques [28] utilizing GPUs in deep learning algorithms converged,
that deep learning took off on its meteoric rise in popularity. More recently,
the availability of on-demand computational resources from cloud providers
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Figure 4.1: Each vertice represents an operation in the pipeline, and the edges
represent the flow of data between each operation. Until all operations at the
source vertices have completed, no new operations can begin execution.
has allowed users to train learning models at scale very cheaply, leading to
wide spread usage of neural networks in many domains.
We focus on neural network models in this section due to: 1) its wide
applications in areas such as image recognition [29], natural language pro-
cessing [50], general game playing [58], finance [30], and medical diagnosis
[26, 31] and 2) its position as the dominant type of machine learning work-
load in the cloud environment. However, despite its popularity, the machine
learning community is facing a reproducibility crisis [40]. Randomness is a fun-
damental characteristic of neural networks and introduces numerous sources
of non-determinism that causes results to vary even among “identical” runs.
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4.1.1 Non-determinism in Neural Networks
Many tools and frameworks [21, 23] used for neural network training
relies on the use of user code to specify the transformations and operations
performed on data. However, even if the source code is available, it does not
mean reproducibility is guaranteed. Oftentimes a component of the training
process itself is randomized, or changes in the underlying computation re-
sources introduce some perturbation that can affect the results. We now give
a description of each source of randomness present in the process of training
neural networks.
4.1.1.1 Datasets and their Transformations
Datasets are often shuffled randomly during various stages of training,
introducing randomness that affects the overall reproducibility of the process.
Consider a dataset used to train a neural network. As a preprocessing step,
before training, the original dataset needs to be split into a training dataset,
a validation dataset, and a test dataset. The need for these three separate
datasets is important for preventing the model from overfitting to the partic-
ular dataset. Overfitting is when a model produced corresponds too closely,
or even exactly, to the particular data. If overfitting occurs, the model may
perform fantastically for the data used for training, but may fail to accurately
predict future behavior.
After the split, the model is initially trained using the training set,
and the validation dataset is used to provide an unbiased evaluation of the
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model’s performance during each iteration of the algorithm. Then, the test
dataset is used to evaluate the performance of the model’s prediction after
training. It is essential that the three datasets are disjoint to prevent the
machine learning algorithm from fitting too closely to the exact data points
present in the training dataset.
A number of transformations are often performed on the data prior and
during the training process that introduces randomness. We now give a list of
examples that fit into this category:
• Before partitioning the initial dataset into the three pieces, the dataset
itself often is randomly shuffled at initialization time or during a prepro-
cessing step. An obvious case where this is needed is when the dataset
is sorted according to some characteristic. In this case shuffling would
ensure that the training, validation, and test datasets are representative
of the overall distribution of the data.
• In a distributed training environment, such as Kubernetes machine learn-
ing frameworks, how the dataset is partitioned between machines could
vary due to machine failure or changes in the resource constraints of a
machine. Then, the variations could cause the resulting model to change
despite the algorithm and the dataset remaining the same.
• Assuming that the method of splitting the dataset is deterministic, other
steps can also introduce randomness. Many techniques and algorithms
used in training neural network models also employ the shuffling of data
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in between each iteration of the algorithm to prevent the model from
learning unwanted correlations between data points. An example is
batch gradient descent [42], a popular optimization where instead of
using the entire training dataset to calculate the gradient for the current
iteration, a subset of the dataset is used each iteration to save compu-
tation. In this variant, the training dataset is periodically reshuffled to
ensure that the algorithm is not, by random chance, “stuck” with too
many subsets that are unrepresentative.
Note that the list given above is not exhaustive nor are the bullet
points mutually exclusive. These are examples of simple data manipulation
that can occur before and during training that introduce sources of random-
ness, hampering reproducibility without additional mechanisms of provenance
collection.
4.1.1.2 Source of Data
The datasets used in the training of neural network models are collected
using a variety of methods. Often the data collection process is a continuous
process as part of an application or service. As the training process is hap-
pening, more data points could be incorporated into the model, a technique
known as online machine learning [24], or the new data points could simply be
added to the initial dataset, from which the training, validation, and testing
datasets are derived from. In both cases, without careful record keeping of
the association between a model and the dataset used to train it, the newly
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added data points are introducing unexpected sources of randomness into any
existing reproducibility mechanisms.
For many machine learning problems, there exist a problem known as
class imbalance, where the total number of a class of data is far larger than
another class of data in a given real-world dataset. The reason why this is
a particularly sinister problem for machine learning methods is that for most
machine learning methods, including neural networks, function best when the
number of instances of each class are roughly equal. To illustrate this we give
an example below.
Given a dataset of financial transaction data, we would like to create
a model to distinguish between genuine and fraudulent transactions. As the
bank, we want to find as much fraudulent transactions as possible, since it is
costly both for us and our customers. However, if this dataset of transactions
consist of 10,000 genuine (negative) and 10 fraudulent (positive) transactions,
any classifiers trained from this dataset will tend to classify fraudulent trans-
actions as genuine ones (false negatives). The reason behind this is due to
a conflict between the goal of machine learning methods and the goal of the
bank creating this model. The goal of the training process is to minimize the
loss function, which, in this case, will be the total number of mistakes made
by the model when classifying transactions. While the bank wants to mini-
mize false negatives. Taking this into account, the model will favor producing
more false negatives than false positives since the dataset contains a much
higher percentage of negatives (genuine transactions) than positives (fraudu-
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lent transactions).
There are a number of solutions to the class imbalance problem, includ-
ing modifying the loss function to take true positive rate and true negative
rate into account. More recent approaches to this problem have involved an
sampling based algorithm called Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique
(SMOTE) [27]. Where new data points belonging to the minority class are
generated from its neighbors a random multiplier. Often done in a reprocess-
ing operation, data augmentation [65] approaches can introduce a significant
source of non-determinism if generated data are not saved as provenance in-
formation.
4.1.1.3 Initialization of Parameters
The choice of hyperparameters, or parameters chosen before the train-
ing process begins, can also have drastic effects on the quality of the result.
Often these parameters are chosen manually by researchers and can undergo
many versions before a good model is produced. If these non deterministic
changes are not carefully recorded, it will be difficult to reproduce a particular
model with only the source code.
For some hyperparameters the number of variables are both small, and
their significance clear enough such that researchers and developers can use the
source code to document their changes. Examples include learning rate, the
step size at each iteration while moving toward a minimum of a loss function,
and mini-batch size, a parameter used by batch gradient descent [42].
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For other parameters, such as the initial weights of each layer in a neural
network, they are set by sampling from a particular statistical distribution.
Although the random initialization of layer weights has been shown to increase
the speed of convergence over initializing all values to zero [35, 39], the non-
determinism introduced is both significant and also hard to reproduce.
4.1.1.4 Software, Drivers, and Hardware
Updates to machine learning libraries can lead to subtle changes in
behavior across different versions. Usually this is due to a change in the un-
derlying implementation of a particular function in the library. Although less
frequent, migrating a model from one framework to another may cause even
larger discrepancies in the final performance of the model. For example, Ten-
sorFlow [22] explicitly warns users to not rely on consistent floating point
values and random numbers across both minor and major version changes.
Also, certain functions on cuDNN [6], the Nvidia Deep Neural Network li-
brary for GPUs, do not guarantee reproducibility across different runs. Con-
sumers of cuDNN would need to avoid using these functions if they desire full
reproducibility.
Without the support of Kubernetes’s abstraction, machine learning
frameworks simply do not have the privilege to access detailed system in-
formation needed to maintain consistency and collect provenance information
regarding versioning information of hardware drivers and software dependen-
cies.
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Given that these challenges are common to all machine learning pro-
cesses, whether distributed or local, how does Kubernetes and machine learn-
ing frameworks running on K8s give us hope for achieving provenance features?
4.2 Machine Learning Frameworks
Kubernetes machine learning frameworks are growing rapidly in popu-
larity in part due to the abstractions provided by Kubernetes that facilitate
efficient scaling of machine learning workloads. Although each of them pro-
vide mechanisms for reproducing a workflow, staying within a single layer of
provenance collection is not enough to effectively maintain all the necessary
provenance information across frameworks.
Machine learning frameworks at their core are a set of primitives used to
specify data flow in a machine learning pipeline. A machine learning pipeline
is a directed graph where the nodes represent operations performed on the
training data such as transformations and actual training algorithms. The
edges in the graph show how data flows from one operation to another. Until
all the operations preceding a node is complete, and data has appeared on
all the incoming edges, the node cannot begin its own operation. Figure 4.1
shows an example of this.
How operations are specified at each node is dependent upon each
framework. Some frameworks supply either their own set of libraries and
algorithms, while other frameworks simply coordinate the management and
scheduling of data flow graphs generated by a separate, drop in, machine
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learning library, such as Tensorflow [23].
We found that most machine learning frameworks use Kubernetes’s
storage systems in a few recurring patterns. We categorize these frameworks
based on their storage patterns because of the large role that storage accesses
play in provenance systems. Also, the management of storage has traditionally
been a key difficulty when using containerized workloads. Thus we begin by
examining how machine learning frameworks access storage.
We list the three ways a Pod can access storage and characterize their
implications for a provenance capturing system:
• Native PV : is the idiomatic way to access storage in Kubernetes. This
method uses a PVC and PV to specify and claim a storage allocation
during the creation of the Pod. Since a Pod’s spec contains the metadata
associated with each PVC attached to Pod, necessary provenance data
can be simply parsed from the Pod’s spec.
• In-cluster Service: In this pattern, storage is exposed as a service on a
separate Pod within the cluster. Other Pods access storage by making
REST API requests or RPC calls. Although the storage service is known
by other services within the cluster, Kubernetes inherently does not know
the semantics of the interaction between Pods. To collect provenance for
frameworks using this pattern, a mechanism to intercept Pod to Pod
communication is necessary.
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• External service: is when a Pod uses an external service provider to
access storage. For example, instead of using a database within the
cluster, a Pod could directly use a cloud provider’s storage solution as
the main backing store for data. We assume that frameworks do not





Now I apply insights from operating system provenance to give an
overview of how Kubernetes is a better fit for supporting provenance features
than traditional operating system. In this chapter I also propose two new
mechanism that can enable Kubernetes to support reproducibility of machine
learning workloads.
Although fundamentally Kubernetes is still an operating system, the
important distinction between Kubernetes and commodity operating systems
is that Kubernetes is designed to have information be as transparently avail-
able as possible for debugging purposes [63]. On the other hand, performance
and the overhead of system-level operations has traditionally been one of the
main concerns for the designers and users of single node operating systems
[43, 54, 55]. Rather than providing transparency for system events (system
calls, interrupts, context switches, etc.) occurring inside of the kernel, it is
imperative for system events on a local operating system to finish as fast as
possible, due to their frequency and overall unpredictability. Whereas for
Kubernetes, meaningful system-level events (object creation, termination, up-
date, etc.) occur during clearly defined conditions such as 1) user or admin-
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istrator updated an existing object, resulting in a cascade of events due to
K8s attempting to reach the new desired state, 2) A new object is being cre-
ated, such as a Pod, 3) An object has completed its task and has marked
itself for termination and garbage collection, or 4) A failure has occurred and
replacement instances are created.
In summary, although I initially compared a Pod to a process in a local
operating system, Pods do not make “system calls” down to Kubernetes to per-
form tasks the same way process make system calls down to the kernel. Thus,
system events are easier to collect in Kubernetes and can be used to reproduce
the runtime state of a cluster. However, process are still executing within the
Pods and they make application specific system calls and trigger events not
able to be captured by Kubernetes. In this chapter I first give a description
of the Auditing system in Kubernetes which is used to capture system-level
events. Then, I describe important provenance information not able to be
captured by the Auditing system, such as application system calls. Finally,
we propose two new mechanism that will allow the relevant fine-grained infor-
mation to be captured at the level of Kubernetes without modifying the host
operating system or application code.
5.1 Kubernetes Auditing
The Auditing system in Kubernetes is a native mechanism designed
for the collection of events and actions generated by users, administrators, or
components of the system. As mentioned, this mechanism is possible due to
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Kubernetess declarative configuration designed for ease of debugging. How-
ever, the auditing system only gives us information about components and
interactions exposed to the Kubernetes system such as resource (Pods, PVs,
PVCs, etc.) creation, termination, and modification. Pod to pod communica-
tion and fine grained information such as file-level access in PersistentVolumes
need to be collected using a new mechanism.
First, we need to examine what information can already be provided to
us by the Auditing system. The Pod spec is a great source of provenance data.
By definition, an objects spec contains all the information necessary to define
its desired state. In combination with the encapsulation of libraries and depen-
dencies provided by the container, it might appear that Kubernetes naturally
gives us reproducibility with the Pod abstraction. In fact, the benefit of being
able to reuse the desired state again is one of the biggest advantages of using
containers and orchestration systems. However, the act of Pod recreation in
Kubernetes is designed for the microservice and stateless architecture. Mean-
ing a number of assumptions about the containerized workload are required if
our provenance system is to only rely on the information from the Auditing
system:
• Immutable PersistentVolumes : Although the exact PV mounted into a
Pod can be obtained by examining the Pods spec, fine-grained accesses
are still opaque. Orchestration systems cannot obtain any fine-grained
information from within the Pod, such as which files were changed. Other
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than the initial creation and mounting of the PV into the Pod, the
processes running inside containers also make file system calls to the
underlying host OS rather than to Kubernetes. A simple solution around
this problem would be to assume that each PV created is immutable after
creation and can only be mounted read-only into subsequent consumer
Pods of the data. This method implies that any changes made to a PV
made by a Pod would need to be placed in a newly allocated PV. While
not space efficient, it would be simple for a provenance system to track
the exact input and output of any single instance of a Pod.
• Containers are self-contained and deterministic: If this is not the case,
meaning containers change their behavior depending on some external
input at runtime, then simply rerunning the Pod using the image named
in the Pod’s spec is not guaranteed to reproduce the exact results. Other
factors not recorded in the Pods spec can modify and affect its behavior
and extra provenance information would need to be collected to achieve
true reproducibility. For example, consider a Pod that always requests
data from another microservice during its execution. Now after its initial
execution, we are attempting to reproduce its result by rerunning the
exact same image. What happens if the microservice the Pod used is
modified in between the two executions? What if the microservice has
crashed? These are difficult questions to answer unless 1) we assume
containers are always deterministic or 2) we can record the services the
Pod in question communicated with, and can also replicate its behavior
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during the rerun.
• Pods communicate through PV storage: Over the entire machine learn-
ing pipeline, data may need to be passed between Pods to satisfy the
requirements of the data flow edges. However, Kubernetes can only cap-
ture that flow of data through the pipeline if the native PersistentVol-
ume pattern is used. If another communication channel is used, such
as through REST API or RPC, the communication would be lost to
Kubernetes and the Auditing system.
• No interprocess communication during container runtime This assump-
tion is needed for both determinism as well as the strict requirement of
communication only though storage.
Any application or framework beyond a basic web server breaks these
set of assumptions. In practice, Pod to Pod communication is at the core of
the microservice architecture, and machine learning frameworks designed for
K8s are no exception. How frameworks access storage also varies widely as
seen in the three different patterns listed in the last chapter. In order for our
provenance system to function without these restrictive assumptions, I now
propose two different mechanisms for provenance collection that can provide
us with the necessary information for reproducibility.
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5.2 Fine-Grained File System Access
One method of collecting file access in Kubernetes would be to inte-
grate every node in the cluster with an operating system provenance tool.
For instance, CamFlow [51] collects fine-grained file system accesses using the
upcall mechanism in Linux Security module. Information from the Auditing
system could be integrated with Camflow to provide the association of Kuber-
netes objects to fine-grained access information. For example associating each
PVs mounted into a Pod with the files modified, created, and deleted by the
processes within that Pod.
There are four challenges with this approach:
• The existing API provided by CamFlow for integration with applica-
tions was designed as a collection mechanism for higher-level applica-
tion objects. CamFlow consumes these object and integrates them with
provenance records collected at the operating system level to provide
provenance features. For our use case however, new provenance features
would be provided at the layer of Kubernetes, since an application is split
among multiple Pods and reproducing a result would require the mech-
anisms of K8s. Thus, Kubernetes would be consuming the provenance
objects created by CamFlow rather than CamFlow consuming objects
created by Kubernetes, as expected by the current architecture of Cam-
Flow. A solution to this issue would require modification of CamFlow
to export instead of receiving application objects.
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• CamFlow requires that a system level descriptor (e.g., a file descriptor) is
available to the application exporting provenance objects. Since we are
trying to associate a PVC and Pod to its fine grained access information,
our integration would be between Kubernetes and CamFlow. Although
the container and the application will be using file descriptors to access
files, Kubernetes is not privy to the actual file descriptor used from
the abstraction level of the Pod. Source code modification of the process
would be needed to extract each file descriptor allocated in the container.
• Requiring that CamFlow be present on each node in the cluster would
severely complicate the installation of the provenance system. Existing
clusters would have to be redeployed. And developers using platform-
as-a-service (PaaS) providers, would be unable to easily modify their
execution environments to install new dependencies. Also, CamFlow is
a Linux LSM and would not be available for other operating systems
such as Windows. Ideally, the solution would only require the recreation
of Pods in the cluster, a common operation in Kubernetes.
• Coordination between all the nodes in the cluster would be needed to
ensure the uniqueness of each provenance record. CamFlow only ensures
uniqueness of records on a single machine.
5.2.1 FUSE Layer
Instead of integration with an operating system provenance tool, I pro-
pose to collect fine-grained access information by directing all file system ac-
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cesses through a pass-through FUSE layer. First I give a brief overview of
FUSE, then I discuss how the FUSE layer can be interposed between the Pod
and the underlying storage without modifying application code.
5.2.2 FUSE
File systems serve as a common interface for applications to access data
and have traditionally been part of the monolithic kernel in commodity operat-
ing systems. There do exist microkernel designs that implement file systems in
user space, and discussions of the tradeoffs and performance differences can be
found in [37]. More recently, user-space file systems have rose in popularity due
to reasons stemming from 1) its flexibility in providing specialized function-
ality [25, 62] and 2) user space code is easier to develop, port, and maintain,
resulting in many companies relying on user-space implementations such as
Google’s GFS [33], IBM’s GPFS [57] and LTFS [53], RedHat’s GlusterFS [11],
etc.
Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) is the most widely used user-space
file system framework [60] with at least 100 file systems based on the frame-
work [61]. Since the FUSE framework maintains the same Unix file system
interface, it allows non-privileged users to create, and deploy a customized file
system without modifying the application. Although the user defined file sys-
tem code is executed in user-space, the FUSE module also enables access to
the kernel interface as well, allowing for a pass-through style file system where
fine-grained access can be recorded and then the operation is passed through
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to the originally intended system call.
5.2.3 Adding FUSE to Pods
Kubernetes has control over the life-cycle of a Pod, including the cre-
ation of a Pod. During the creation of a Pod, the storage medium as well
as the mount location inside the container is known to Kubernetes through
the Pods spec. We can make use of this information to interpose our FUSE
file system containing the provenance collection mechanism. Normally, Ku-
bernetes will mount the original root directory on the host OS directly into
the mount directory inside the container. To support FUSE, we mount the
FUSE file system into the mount directory in the container with the original
root directory on the host serving as the root directory of the FUSE.
This pass-through FUSE mounted into the container will simply record
requests made to the underlying file system backing the PV. This mechanism
will allow the collection of file-level access information with no modification of
the cluster and the application.
5.2.3.1 Granularity of Information
An important aspect of a performant provenance system is minimizing
the amount of data collected and the overhead of the collection mechanism.
For our purpose of reproducing behavior at the Pod level, detailed information
such as the exact file offset accessed is not needed. We only need to associate
each file in the PV with modifications, if any, made by a particular Pod. In
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the FUSE implementation, we only need intercept the open system call to
record which files were opened, and the permission flags used in the system
call. These records can then be inserted into the Pod creation event generated
by the Auditing system to form an association between each PVC with a list
of files accessed and whether they were only read or if they were also written
to.
The Auditing events can then be used to construct a provenance graph
that accurately represents the data flow edges between Pods. Without file-
level access information, a provenance graph can still be constructed. How-
ever, without file-level access information, in order to maintain correctness, an
dependency edge would be needed between any two Pods sharing a PV even
if they accessed independent files within the PV. Thus, upon the command
to reproduce a result from a particular Pod, every Pod that ever mounted
the same PVs used would need to be rerun, potentially performing wasted
computation.
5.3 Pod to Pod Communication
Pod to Pod communication during runtime immediately implies some
form of IPC either through RPC or a REST API. Since Kubernetes cannot
track these Pod to Pod communications, a new provenance mechanism to
intercept network communication is required. Unlike the collection of file-
level information, the need for the tracking of inter-Pod communication is not
simply an important optimization for performance and resource utilization.
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A provenance system that is unable to track this communication will not
reproduce correctly. And the assumption that all containers are self-contained
and deterministic is too restrictive.
To capture network communication, a network proxy can be inserted
into every Pod as a sidecar container. Sidecar containers in a Pod are
“helper” containers in addition to the application container and serve some
auxiliary function such as monitoring, network address translation, or running
batch jobs. The proxy container would serve to intercept network packets
destined for storage services and create provenance records, allowing the con-
struction of a provenance graph incorporating dependencies due to network
communication.
5.3.1 Capture Mechanism
To efficiently capture and interpret relevant communication between
Pods, we can make use of existing features and infrastructures already avail-
able in Kubernetes. Istio [13] is a service mesh layer that acts as a control
plane for all networking related tasks between services in a cluster. Instead of
individually configuring each running container and Pod, an administrator can
simply submit a new network policy to the control plane managed by Istio.
Istio layers on top of Kuberentes and also relies on the pattern of side-
car containers that act as a “middleman” for all traffic between the different
components. The control plane and these sidecar containers in each Pod work
in tandem to provide configuration, monitoring, and security (service layer
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encryption).
To support provenance capture, the sidecar container would need to
be modified to be able to 1) identify all network communication relevant to
supporting reproducibility, 2) capture and produce records that can be subse-
quently used to construct the provenance graph, and 3) still provide all of its
existing functionalities, in particular the secure encryption of traffic.
5.3.2 Identifying Accesses to Storage
Simply capturing all network connections made between Pods would
be enough for a correct provenance graph. However, blindly capturing traffic
would both be wasteful and introduce unnecessary edges in the graph, causing
extra containers to be rerun when reproducing the workload. Note that other
than the native PV storage access pattern listed in the last chapter, there are
also the in-cluster service, and external service pattern. Accesses to in-cluster
storage services is the key to efficiently capturing network provenance data for
reproducibility. Data is a crucial component of machine learning training, and
if network accesses to in-cluster storage services can be recorded, a provenance
graph can be constructed that accurately captures the data flow edges of the
machine learning pipeline.
All of the machine learning frameworks we examined using the in-
cluster service pattern use object stores [46] for the storage of user data or
configuration data. Amazon’s S3 API is the de facto standard for the ob-
ject storage world, with multiple open source implementations as well as pro-
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prietary implementations including Minio [16], Openstack Swift[19], Digital
Ocean Spaces [7], and IBM Bluemix [12]. By targeting support for the Ama-
zon S3 protocol, we can efficiently identify and capture all inter-Pod commu-
nication related to object store.
5.3.3 Maintaining Security
A sidecar container that can examine every network request introduces
clear security vulnerabilities. Often microservice interactions are encrypted
using a TLS protocol, and Istio by default is designed to provide encryption
and access control management for the entire service mesh. The mechanism
to support provenance should not require that the administrator turn off en-
crypted network traffic. However the capture mechanism proposed can occur
in the sidecar container before traffic is encrypted and forwarded to the destina-
tion Pod’s sidecar container, where it is decrypted and sent to the application
container via localhost network.
5.4 Construction of Provenance Graph
Finally, after the collection of provenance records, the provenance graph
needs to be constructed and efficiently queried to provide reproducibility at
low cost. Once provenance relationship has been established, we can represent
the graph either using a graph database, such as Neo4j [17], or an existing
provenance protocol for maintaining provenance records in object stores, such
as the protocols proposed by Muniswamy-Reddy et al. [49].
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5.5 Conclusion
In summary, Kubernetes, as an orchestration system for distributed
applications, inherently collects events and actions normally unavailable in a
traditional local operating system. A provenance system can then exploit the
declarative configuration style of Kubernetes to quickly create basic depen-
dency graphs. For example, since PVC associates Pods to PVs, Kubernetes
exposes the relationship between process and storage in each Pods spec. In
a traditional operating system, an additional mechanism would have been re-
quired to extract these types of relationships, such as in the case of CamFlow
using LSM.
However despite taking full advantage of Kubernetes’s object specs,
different challenges still remain in fully supporting reproducibility for machine
learning workloads. In particular, file-level accesses and inter-Pod communica-
tion are not captured by Kubernetes. However, both are crucial when building
an efficient and complete provenance graph. I examined each of these chal-
lenges and proposed two new mechanism for extracting the necessary prove-
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